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Abstract
A mnemonic password generation strategy with explicit instructions and an example of a personalized sentence was shown previously to increase the security of the resulting passwords. But the recall rate of the passwords was low. We report one online study quantifying what errors were made and how often they were made when participants confirmed and recalled passwords created with an instruction of mnemonic personalized example. The study also investigated whether an extra implementation-intention instruction improved the short-term and long-term recall of the passwords, but it was found to be ineffective. Error analyses revealed common failure types but varied rates across password confirmation and recalls. A handful of human memory limitations were also evident: 1) interference of association from common usage; 2) forgotten with a lack of encoding specificity; 3) forgetting/interference of the last letter position of passwords with limited memory span. Based on the findings, we provide suggestions to improve the mnemonic strategy.

1 INTRODUCTION
Passwords are widely used for authentication of users [3]. It is well known that passwords that are easy for someone to generate and remember often provide relatively little security, whereas stronger passwords are typically more difficult to remember. Previous interventions designed with the intention of guiding users toward strong passwords include use of policies describing necessary characteristics of a strong password and use of mnemonic strategies. Imposing numerous restrictions on acceptable passwords (e.g., requiring that a generated password must have symbols and numbers) was not found to be effective [10, 16], but mnemonic strategies for password generation have yielded promising results [4, 17].

One strategy that has been shown to be relatively effective is that of generating a sentence and then composing the password from the first letter of the words, along with insertion of a special character [16, 18]. Although the mnemonic sentence strategy can be effective for security, users often find complex strategies of this type unusable [18]. That is, the recall of the resulting password is not optimal.

Yet, little work has been done to understand why the recall rate is low. Prior work examined password recall errors, and measured kinds and rates of typographic errors made by users [5]. With a base of mnemonic sentences, we sought to quantify the nature of errors that participants make when they confirm and recall mnemonic passwords, i.e., whether those errors are due to forgotten, interference from other possible passwords, keystroke errors, or some other problems.

To this end, we conducted an online study on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Participants were recruited to create a password using a mnemonic-personalized-example strategy, and to recall the password after a short distraction as well as one week later. We also examined whether an implementation-intention instruction in the form of an if-then plan helped participants recall passwords. We did not obtain any difference in recall between participants who received the extra implementation-intention instruction and those who did not. We obtained similar error types with varied rates across participants’ password confirmation and short-term and long-term recalls. Analysis of errors also revealed a handful of limitations of human memory: 1) interference of association; 2) forgotten with a lack of encoding specificity; 3) forgotten/interference with limited memory span.

Our study results provide basic insights into the nature of errors that participants make during mnemonic password confirmation and recall, and underscore the importance of mitigating the limitations of human memory. Based on those findings, we suggest ways to improve the mnemonic strategy.
In Section 2, we review related work on mnemonic sentence strategies and implementation intentions. We describe the methodology of our study in Section 3 and present the results in Section 4. We conclude with a discussion the implications of our findings in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORK

Mnemonic Password Recall. Prior studies show that in general mnemonic sentences can be effective for the security of generated passwords based on both small and large sample sizes [9–11, 13, 16–18]. Nevertheless, low password recall rates, were still evident [16]. Yang et al. [18] examined the security and usability of passwords using 6 variants of mnemonic strategies in a series of online studies with 5,484 Amazon MTurk workers. They found an impact of the exact instructions on the security of the resulting passwords. Specifically, an explicit instruction to choose a personalized sentence, paired with an example, increased the security of the generated passwords significantly. However, only 40% of the passwords generated using the mnemonic strategy were recalled one week later.

Implementation Intentions. Implementation intentions specify a contextualized cue-action plan to enhance accessibility/activation of the anticipated situation and achieve the goal-directed behavior. For instance, if situation X is encountered, then I will initiate behavior Y in order to reach goal Z [6]. In a range of settings outside of cybersecurity, implementation intentions have been shown to be effective at enhancing the link between cue and action [8]. But whether implementation intentions are helpful at improving people’s cybersecurity behavior, e.g., password recall, is unclear.

The goal of the current study was to quantify what errors were made and how often they were made when participants generated and recalled passwords using the mnemonic-personalized-example strategy. We also investigated whether an extra implementation-intention instruction in the form of an if-then action plan during short-term recall will be activated automatically in the long-term recall of passwords, and improve the recall success.

3 METHODOLOGY

Using a between-subject design, we studied two conditions, with the implementation-intention instruction presented at the short-term recall in the II condition but absent in the Control condition. Description of the extra implementation-intention instruction is:

- Implementation Intentions (II): If you need to use the password that you created, then you will retrieve the three steps of how you created the password to recall it.

We examined the memorability of the generated passwords from two aspects: (1) short-term and long-term recall of the passwords; (2) errors made at both recalls. Time used for password generation, the success rate of password recall, password recall time, and the Levenshtein distance (also called edit distance) of failed password recall were measured. We also recorded the attempts that participants made during password confirmation and both recalls. Errors were categorized into insertions, deletions, and substitutions based on the edit distance analysis using the adist function in R. Because of our main interest being in errors due to using the mnemonic strategy, the three error types were classified into errors of commission and omission [12]. Commission errors refer to recalls that are different from what were encoded during password generation, and omission errors refer to recalls that forget part or the whole of generated password.

The effect of the implementation-intention instruction was evaluated by comparing the short-term and long-term recall of passwords between the two conditions. Participants in the II condition were expected to establish a recall-three steps password generation plan, and the main prediction was that the percentage of recalled passwords would be greater in the II condition than in the Control condition. We also evaluated the strength of the mnemonic sentences and passwords using λ1(top) and λ10(top10) values [18] and the guessability of generated passwords for different guessing methods using the Password Guessability Service (PGS) data set [15].

3.1 Participants Recruitment

The study was conducted on Amazon MTurk. The human intelligence task (HIT) was posted with restrictions to US workers at least 18 years old and with 95% approval rate. The experiment complied with the American Psychological Association Code of Ethics and was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Purdue University. Implied consent was obtained for each participant. The experiment data were anonymized before analysis.

3.2 Procedure

After accepting the HIT on Amazon MTurk, all participants were directed from MTurk to a survey on Qualtrics, and were assigned to one condition randomly. Each participant was allowed to participate only once for the study. The study included two phases: 1) password generation and short-term recall; 2) long-term recall of the password.

In Phase 1, all participants were instructed to generate a password for their primary email account based on the mnemonic-personalized-example strategy that we adopted from [18]. The detailed instructions are as follows:

Imagine you are creating or updating a password for your primary email account. Create your password using the following three-step strategy:

1. Think of a memorable sentence or phrase that is meaningful to you, and other people are unlikely to use. Make
We recruited 900 Amazon MTurk workers. Thirteen participants, who had not yet come back to the study, were excluded from the data analysis due to the implementation-intention instruction before the recall whereas participants in the Control condition did not. Each participant was compensated $0.50 for completing Phase 1.

One week later, we invited each participant to return for Phase 2 to recall the password again with two opportunities. We sent the invitation through MTurk 6 days after Phase 1. We re-sent the invitation for another two days for participants who had not yet come back to the study. In Phase 2, returning participants were instructed to recall the password they generated and then to update the password. The implementation-intention instruction was not presented in either condition. Participants who finished Phase 2 received an extra $0.25.

4 RESULTS

Table 1 lists the general statistics of the study. Some participants’ confirmation and recall attempts were not recorded, likely due to incompatibility of their browser and log code in the Qualtrics survey. We listed the number of those participants separately (see Table 1 w/o Log columns). The success rates and failure rates were calculated excluding those participants. For Phase 1, we list the number of participants, password creation time, and the statistics of short-term password recall. Those include the success rate of each recall attempt, failure rate, and password recall time. Results of Phase 2 were calculated and are presented in the same way as Phase 1. The numbers of participants who used the instructed strategy to update their passwords are also listed.

4.1 First Phase Results

We recruited 900 Amazon MTurk workers. Thirteen participants were excluded from the data analysis due to the incomplete results or failure to follow the password generation instructions. Additional 11 participants’ results were excluded due to duplicated IP addresses. We also detected extra 104 participants with duplicated geographic locations. Among the 104 duplications, 45 of them were repeated more than once. One identical geolocation generated 15 almost identical sentences and passwords like the example. Thus, we removed those participants from data analysis. A similar issue was also reported by Bai [2]. In the end, there were 376 participants in the II condition and 396 participants in the Control condition.

Participants’ average age was 35.9 years, with 56.9% being less than 35 years. 57.0% of the participants were female, and 74.6% were college students or professionals who had associates, bachelors, or higher degrees. 81.2% of the participants claimed that they did not have a degree or work experience in computer science or related fields. The demographic distributions were similar for the two conditions.

Password creation time. The average time of password creation is listed in Table 1. With the same password generation instructions, the password creation time was similar between the two conditions, \( t < 1.0 \).

Password confirmation errors. Despite participants having just created the password, they began to forget password details during the confirmation. On average, participants spent 1.6 attempts to confirm the chosen password successfully. 25.6% (180) of them made confirmation errors with an average edit distance of 4.6. Confirmation error rates did not differ between the two conditions (Control: 25.6%, II: 25.6%). Errors of commission and omission collapsed across conditions were further categorized based on the mnemonic strategy and the most frequent errors are listed as follows. The first five are commission errors and the last one is omission error. Frequency of each error type is listed in Table 2.

- **Conversion error:** Participants followed the instructions and used a letter/number/special character to represent each word during mnemonic password generation, e.g., “i” \( \rightarrow \) “Texas”, “a” \( \rightarrow \) “am”, and “8” \( \rightarrow \) “2018”. But they recalled commonly used acronyms representing time, place, and digits during confirmation, e.g., “tx”, “am”, and “18”. Participants also made errors when they confirmed symbols for converted words, including forgot the transfer, e.g., on: “@” \( \rightarrow \) “@”; converted the unchanged ones, e.g., and: “a” \( \rightarrow \) “&”; and confirmed different symbols for the converted words, e.g., born: “6” \( \rightarrow \) “4”.

- **Case error:** About half of the case errors were made at the first letter position of the created password. Participants also made a lot of case errors for letters representing time, people’s name, and places, e.g., “Hawaii”: “h” \( \rightarrow \) “H”, “Sissy”: “S” \( \rightarrow \) “s”, and “June”: “j” \( \rightarrow \) “J”.

- **Extra insertion:** Participants inserted extra letter/digit/symbol during the confirmation, e.g., “my sons mason and jackson smith”: “msmjs” \( \rightarrow \) “m2smjs”.

and “three dogs: Sally, Joyce and Pretty”: “3d$sjp” → “3d=sjp”. More than half of the extra insertions were obtained after the last letter position of passwords, e.g., “CNmYSomY” → “CNmYSomY75”, “MdWifyo” → “MdWifyo!”.

- **Keystroke error**: Participants mistakenly pressed neighbouring keys to the intended keys, e.g., “3” → “2”, “o” → “0”; pressed same key twice, e.g., “o” → “oo”; or failed to press shift key, e.g., “6” → “5”.

- **Another password**: Some participants forgot the whole generated password during confirmation, and recalled one that was totally different from the generated password, e.g., “cwdad@ro” → “R.oak225”.

- **Forgotten**: Participants forgot part of the generated passwords. About half of such errors were due to omitting preposition words, e.g., “in”: “iwt$DW&mf18” → “iwt$DW&mf18”. Participants also tended to forget the last letter position of the generated password during confirmation, e.g., “Iwt$DiA2” → “Iwt$DiA”.

Table 2: Frequency of the most frequent errors for confirmation and recall errors. The first five are commission errors and the last one is omission error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Phase 1</th>
<th>Phase 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confirmation (180)</td>
<td>First Recall (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion error</td>
<td>45.0%</td>
<td>18.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case error</td>
<td>34.1%</td>
<td>18.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keystroke error</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td>17.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra insertion</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another password</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forgotten</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Short-term recall errors.** Excluding recalls of whole sentences (one in the first attempt and two in the second attempt), the average edit distance was 2.1 for all recall errors. For all first attempt errors (71), the edit distances of 1 or 2 took about 70.4% (50). 63.4% (45) of the first recall errors were corrected in the second attempt, 35 of which had distances of 1 and 2. 80% (20) of the second failed recall (25) also had edit distances of 1 or 2, suggesting that more short-term recall errors could be corrected if there were extra recall attempts.

The most frequent short-term recall errors were similar as those of confirmation errors except that the frequency distribution varied (see Table 2). All participants at least recalled part of the generated passwords. The conversion error rate of short-term recalls became smaller than that of confirmation, suggesting the effect of confirmation in helping participants consolidate the details of conversion. The average case error rate was about 20%, and more than half of the errors (12/19) were also obtained in the first letter position. Participants made more extra insertion errors when they attempted to correct first recall errors. The forgotten rates were similar as that of confirmation. Across all errors, only the keystroke errors obtained at the first recall attempt were all corrected during the second recall, indicating the effect of extra recall attempts in helping correct keystroke errors.

**Password security.** Average length of the generated passwords was 9.2, and did not differ between conditions ($II$: 9.3, $Control$: 9.1), $t < 1.0$. The obtained results were consistent with Yang et al. [18]. We did not observe any collisions among the generated sentences or the passwords (i.e., no repetition among chosen sentences and resulting passwords). Thus, $\hat{\lambda}_1$(top) and $\hat{\lambda}_0$(top10) values are also in agreement with the findings from Yang et al. [18] for this particular mnemonic strategy (see their Table 4).
than 20% passwords within $10^{12}$ guesses, consistent with the results obtained by Yang et al. [18].

Different from confirmation and short-term recall, quite a few participants recalled passwords or part of the passwords that have similar meaning as the generated ones in the long-term recall (first recall: 20%, second recall: 21.7%). For example, “Yiwagm17” (Yeah I won a Gold Medal in 2017) → “IWNCI18” and “IWWCI2018”; “IjMua8WS” (I just made up a eight words sentence) → “IjMua8WP”; “M2lcrLW” (My two lovely cats are Levi and Willow) → “ih2lcnlw”.

**Password update.** At the end of the study, participants were asked to update the password without restriction. Except for four participants who chose their same passwords, 135 (38%) of the remaining participants updated their password with an extra mnemonic sentence and password. The results indicated that at least in the context of the present study, participants were willing to use the instructed strategy even though they were not forced to do so.

## 5 DISCUSSION

Different from our expectation, the extra implementation-intention instruction placed during the short-term recall did not improve participants’ recall of generated password. The similar recall time obtained between the two long-term recall attempts indicates that participants in the II condition did not recall the three steps of password generation. Thus, future studies should evaluate when presenting the implementation-intention instructions will be helpful to establish the cue-action plan in an automatic manner.

We also quantified the kinds and rates of commission and omission errors that participants made when they confirmed and recalled passwords created with a mnemonic-personalized-example strategy. We found common error types with different rates across password confirmation and recalls. A prior study showed that case errors and keystroke errors can be effectively corrected by a typo-tolerant framework [5], so we focus on discussing conversion error, extra insertion, forgotten, and another password. Generally, those error rates were increased from short-term recall to long-term recall, with the largest increase obtained for errors of another password. Further examination revealed that those errors were made due to: 1) lacking an effective cue to recall the mnemonic password from other passwords; 2) interference from common usage, including acronym, typical symbol transfer, and capitalizing first letter of name/time/place; 3) forgetting exact information of mnemonic sentences; and 4) forgetting/interference of last letter position of generated passwords. Those patterns are closely related to human memory functions/limitations: interference with association [1], forgotten with a lack of encoding specificity [14], and forgetting/interference of the last letter position with limited memory span [7].

Across those errors, the error rates between the two attempts were similar for both short-term and long-term recalls, indicating that extra recall opportunities are not helpful to correct those errors. Thus, to mitigate those errors, improvements
during password generation seem to be critical. Analyses of confirmation and recall errors link our findings with basic memory theory, providing empirical grounding to improve the mnemonic strategies. For example, the average length of generated passwords in our study is 9.2. Prior studies showed that there is an upper limit on people’s capacity (4 ± 2 chunks) to process information on interacting elements with reliable accuracy [7]. We suggest separating the mnemonic sentence into two or more chunks with less than 4 words in each, which is expected to accommodate the limitation of memory span and reduce some of the forgetting/interference errors. Also, commonly used acronyms and typical symbol transfers can be included in the mnemonic strategies to reduce conversion errors. 35% of the participants recalled another password during long-term recall, indicating that an effective cue to recall the generated password is missing. We conjecture that presenting the implementation-intention instruction during password generation will establish the encoding specificity [14] of the cue-action plan initially, which would improve the recalls afterwards.
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